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A particular notion of centrality in trees, the centrclid, is studied. Previous work has shown 
that the centroid and the distance center are equivale&. A new notion of centrality called the 
telephone center is introduced. This is shown to be equivalent to the centroid as well. 
The notion of the “center” of a tree has been much studied in the literature. A 
representative sample of results on this topic can be found in papers [l-3,6,7]. A 
related, but distinct, notion of centrality is the “centroid” of a tree, which was first 
defined by Jordan [4] in 1879. 
Recent papers by Zelinka [8] and Kang and Ault [5] and Goldman [I] have 
shown that the centroid is equivalent to what is called the distance center of a 
tree. Both Kang and Ault and Goldman have also given linear-time algorithms for 
finding the centroid of a tree. 
In this note we introduce a new notion of centrality called the telephone center 
of a graph. We show that the telephone center of a tree T is also equivalent :cp the 
centroid of T. 
2. The centroid of a tree 
A tree is a connected acyclic graph. An endueute.u  in a tree T is a vertex of 
degree enc. A branch of a vertex II of a tree 7’ is a maximal subtree of T 
containing v as an endvertex. The weight wt (v) of a vertex u of 7’ is the 
maximum number of edges of any lx-anch at v. _A vertex ~4 is a ccut~-oird WI-UY of T 
if u has minimum weight; the centrd of T is composed of ali cent;_oid vertiue\. 
Zelinka [8], Kang and Ault [5] and Goldman have independently obtain4 :\ 
characterization of the centroid of CI tree T bac,ed on distances bctvI .:en vuticcy. 
Define d (CL. v) to be the length of the shortest path between vcrticcl; 11 :lnti I’ in 
e 4liGawe of vertex u. dcr mxl I_( u i. is hc sum ot A! cl t 0. 1 ) in 1, i C. 
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Let the ves%$k -of & tree 7’ present te:lephone @es; and let a .path represent a
telephone call kkveen its eridvertkes. ASsume that it atiy given ti&, ,td vertex 
can be involved in only one calf, Defke the switchbourd n,umber of vertex a, 
denotecf sb (u); to ?X the maximum number af c&l6 MIMI -CW~&B thraugh o at 
any given time. The fefe;phone c nter of a. tree T consists of &se vertkeG 21 of 1 
for which sb (u) is maximum. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the switchboard n. umbels for a11 the vertices in a ~~-ee 7’and a 
set of calls which canTpass rthruugh tire. vertex.,u. ?4ote that 3 2~ the on&vertex in 
the telqphone center of 7’. 
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next rer+ults SJ;~OW that :a verte,r. havirtg the maximum switchboard number 
ee is als~~ a wrtex haviyq minimum distance, i.e. tk ic%phone center and 
cesnertrid 3f 3 tree arc i&r,tical. 
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Lemma 1. For every vertex 2, in T, sb (u) <(n - 1)/2. 
Thmrem 2. Let u be an arbitrar): vertex in a tree T having n clertices ; let the uertices 
@dj~Cf?lZt t0 U be ul, U2, . . . , i.dk ; let th.e irawhes of u cfmaining ul, u2, . . . , uk be 
Bl, &, l l l , &, resgectiileky ; let n,, n2, . . . , nk be the number of vertices in 
4, %r l 9 ’ ? Bkr respectively, where n, S n2S l l a S nk ; let B’ = Uf$ Bi ; and let 
n’ =CF:t 4. 
Then (i) if nk 3 n’, then sb (u) = n’ = n - I-- nk. and (ii) if nk < n’, then sh (u) = 
13(n - N. 
Proof. (i) Clearly every call (path) through vertex u must contain a vertex in B’, 
thus sb (u) G lB’( = n’. But if nk > n’, then every vertex in B’ can be paired with a 
vertex in & i.e. n’ calls can p?ss through u and sb (u) = n’. 
(ii) Conversely if nk < n’ then all vertices, except possib!y one, can be pair4 up 
with each other to produce 14 (n - 1)J calls through vertex u. ? ni; can be done by 
repeatedly pairing up two vertices in different branches, until either (a) all vertices 
(except possibly one) are paired off, or (b) a point is reached where all verticc: in 
all branches except one, say &, have been paired off; and there remain several 
vertices in & which are not paired off. 
For each pair of such vertices in &, say uk and u)k, we can find two vertices 
which have been paired off, say (4, vi) where neither Ui nor u, are in Bk. We can 
then produce two new calls (uk, UiJ and (&, Uj) and reduce the number of unpaired 
vertices in & by two. We can continue in this fashion until either aI\ vertices in & 
(except possibly one) are paired off, giving us 1: (n - l)] calls through U, or there 
still remain unpaired vertices in & and every call is between a vertex in &. But 
this implies that nk 2 n’, contradicting our assumption that nk < n’. 
COIOII~~~ 3. A vertex u is in the telephone center of a tree T if and only if it is in the 
centroid of T. 
prosf. Cleariy by Theorem 9 sb (u) = L$(n - I)] if and only if nk <: n’. But nk < II’ 
if and only if every branch of u satisfies ni =S n/2; and b:/ a result in [ 51 his 
means that vertex u is in the centroici. Thus sb (n) = l$z - l)] if and ~dj; if u 
is a centroid vertex. t 
Finally by Lemma 1 we can conclude that any vertex u for which !;t, ( 14 j = 
[$(n - l)] must be in the telephone center. and conversely. 
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